Under the ecological theory of adaptive radiation, adaptation and reproductive isolation are thought to evolve as a result of divergent natural selection. Accordingly, elucidating the genetic basis of these processes is essential toward understanding the role of selection in shaping biological diversity. In this respect, the number of genes that evolved by selection remains contentious. To address this issue, the pattern of genetic differentiation obtained using 440 AFLP loci was compared with that expected under neutrality in four sympatric pairs of lake whitefish ecotypes that evolved adaptive phenotypic differences associated with the exploitation of distinct ecological niches. On average, 14 loci showed restricted gene flow relative to neutral expectation, suggesting a role of directional selection on their divergence. Among all loci that are most likely under directional selection, six exhibited parallel patterns of divergence, which provided further support for the role of selection in driving their divergence. Overall, these results indicate that only a small proportion of scored AFLP loci (between 1.4% and 3.2%) might be linked to genes implicated in the adaptive radiation of lake whitefish.

Introduction

Elucidating the processes underlying population divergence and ultimately speciation is central towards understanding the origin of biodiversity (Howard 1998). Ecological shifts in habitat use accompanied by phenotypic differentiation represents a specific case of divergence where deterministic forces, rather than random processes, are likely to be implicated (Orr and Smith 1998). Under the ecological theory of adaptive radiation, such shifts are the result of divergent natural selection stemming from environment heterogeneity and competitive interactions (Schluter 2000). For speciation to occur, reproductive isolation must build up between divergent populations (Mayr 1963). Within the process of ecological speciation (Schluter 1996a, 1996b), reproductive isolation is often thought to evolve as a by-product of divergent natural selection because traits responsible for extrinsic postzygotic and prezygotic reproductive isolation are usually adaptive (Coyne 1992; Turelli, Barton, and Coyne 2001; Presgraves et al. 2003). Thus, reproductive isolation could share a common genetic basis with adaptation through pleiotropic interactions or physical linkage (Hawthorne and Via 2001).

The number and effect of genes fixed during adaptation and reproductive isolation is still a contentious issue, given empirical support for either Fisher’s (Fisher 1930) geometric model (Barton and Hewitt 1981; Szymura and Barton 1991; Rieseberg, Baird, and Gardner 2000) or Kimura’s (Kimura 1983) oligogenic model (Tanksley 1993; Jiggins et al. 1996; Bradshaw et al. 1998; Sucena and Stern 2000). Alternatively, it has been proposed that a model including both types of mutations might better reflect the genetic basis of adaptation (Orr 1998). These contrasting views implicate the necessity of further investigation in this field, especially for nonmodel organisms (Rogers et al. 2001) in search of a global understanding of the genetic basis underlying the processes of adaptation and reproductive isolation in wild populations.

Hybrid zones have long been viewed as natural laboratories, within which all components of gene flow barriers are represented, therefore, providing a means to estimate the number of genetic factors contributing to adaptation and reproductive isolation (Barton and Hewitt 1989; Harrison and Rand 1989). After hybridization, recombinant genotypes with maladaptive combinations of loci will be removed, resulting in a differential pattern of introgression. Theory, thus, predicts that loci incurring a “disadvantage” (or linked loci in recombinant genotypes) will also be characterized by a greater genetic differentiation relative to “neutral” or “selectively” advantageous loci (Barton and Hewitt 1981). Thus, identification of loci linked to genes implicated in differential adaptation and/or reproductive isolation can be achieved by quantifying patterns of genetic differentiation between populations that have recently or are still exchanging genes (Bowcock et al. 1991; Rieseberg, Linder, and Seiler 1995; Beaumont and Nichols 1996; Rieseberg, Whitting, and Gardner 1999; Rogers et al. 2001; Wilding, Butlin, and Grahame 2001; Akey et al. 2002; Schlötterer 2002a, 2002b; Kayser, Brauer, and Stoneking 2003). This, however, requires the assay of a large number of loci to accurately estimate the expected level of genetic differentiation under “neutrality,” and the proportion of loci linked to genes implicated in adaptation and reproductive isolation (Schlötterer 2003). In model organisms for which important genomic resources are available, the high-throughput use of single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) allows the efficient screening of many thousands of loci (Akey et al. 2002; Brumfield et al. 2003). Until similar resources become accessible for studying nonmodel organisms, the analysis of amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP) (Vos et al. 1995) currently represents the best alternative to SNPs for efficiently screening large number of loci. However, to our knowledge, the use of AFLP in the context of assessing the role of selection in shaping patterns of differentiation among wild populations has been limited to a single study (Wilding, Butlin, and Grahame 2001).
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After the Pleistocene glaciations, groups of north-temperate freshwater fish populations colonized new habitats that favored the widespread sympatric divergence of populations under conditions of high ecological opportunity (Bernatchez and Wilson 1998; Taylor and McPhail 1999; Robinson and Schluter 2000). The lake whitefish complex, composed of North American (Coregonus clupeaformis) and Eurasian (Coregonus lavaretus) populations represent such a group (Bernatchez 2003). Within the St. John River drainage, located in southeastern Québec to northern Maine, sympatric ecotypes (dwarf and normal) of lake whitefish (Coregonus clupeaformis) are observed in multiple lakes (Fenderson 1964; Chouinard, Pigeon, and Bernatchez 1996; Pigeon, Chouinard, and Bernatchez 1997). These have evolved adaptive phenotypic differences in life history and in behavioral, physiological, and morphological characters for the differential exploitation of limnetic (dwarf) and benthic (normal) ecological niches (Bodaly 1979; Bernatchez, Chouinard, and Lu 1999; Rogers, Gagnon, and Bernatchez 2002). The facts that the dwarf ecotype is never found in allopatry and that lakes harboring sympatric ecotypes have been isolated after the last glacial retreats (Bernatchez, Chouinard, and Lu 1999) indicate that whitefish ecotypes have evolved in parallel more than once (Pigeon, Chouinard, and Bernatchez 1997). Furthermore, the observed correlation between the extent of genetic differentiation and trophic specialization supported the hypothesis that these forms diverged through the process of ecological speciation (Lu and Bernatchez 1999). Whitefish, therefore, represents a very pertinent system for investigating the genetic basis of adaptation and reproductive isolation in wild populations of nonmodel organisms.

The first objective of this study was to document the differential pattern of genetic differentiation at AFLP markers between members of sympatric pairs of whitefish from four lakes (Indian Pond, Webster Lake, Cliff Lake, and East Lake) to estimate the proportion of loci potentially linked to genes implicated in their adaptive divergence and/or reproductive isolation. These lakes have a different history of colonization. In Indian Pond, Webster Lake, and Cliff Lake, dwarf and normal ecotypes are derived from two distinct evolutionary lineages (Acadian and Atlantic, respectively) that came into secondary contact after the Wisconsinian glaciation, whereas in East Lake, they are derived from only one evolutionary lineage (Acadian) (Bernatchez, Chouinard, and Lu 1999). Because dwarf and normal ecotypes differ in many adaptive traits likely under polygenic control (e.g., growth and swimming behavior), we predicted that a large proportion of loci would be potentially linked to genes under the effect of directional selection. The evolution of similar adaptations in independent environments posit natural selection as the main cause of diversification (Schluter 2000). Therefore, parallel trends in the divergence of genes (or linked markers) underlying these adaptations would further support the role of selection in shaping population divergence (Gravilets 1997). Thus, a second objective was to determine whether trends in the divergence of loci potentially linked to genes implicated in the adaptive divergence and/or reproductive isolation of lake whitefish were indicative of the action of parallel selection across the four sympatric pairs.

Materials and Methods

Sampling

Pairs of lake whitefish sympatric dwarf and normal ecotypes were sampled in four lakes of the St. John River drainage using gillnets (fig. 1 and table 1). Liver or white muscle tissues were collected from each specimen and preserved in 95% ethanol for subsequent total DNA extraction using phenol-chloroform (Bernatchez, Guyomard, and Bonhomme 1992).

AFLP Analysis

The AFLP plant mapping kit (Applied Biosystems, Inc.) was used according to the protocol of Vos et al. (1995). After a preselective amplification, seven selective amplification primer combinations were used to generate AFLP markers (table 1). The resulting PCR products were multiplexed (two duplexes [CAAG-GGTG and CTAG-CGTC] and one triplex [CATA-AGTT-CCTC]) and migrated on 6% long-ranger polyacrylamide gels for 3.5 h using an ABI 377 automated sequencer (Applied Biosystems, Inc.). The multiplex strategy allowed us to run the complete set of selective amplifications for 10 individuals on one gel for a total of 24 gels. Fragment analysis was completed using Genescan software (Applied Biosystems, Inc.) with a fluorescent signal detection threshold set to 100 units to avoid background noise. Loci were scored using the Binthere software developed by N. Garnhart (University of New Hampshire) and available at http://tilapia.unh.edu/AFLP/BinThere.html. Binthere generates spreadsheets for AFLP data whereby all scored amplified fragments are automatically placed within 1-bp, size-specific bins (from 50.5 to 499.5 bp; below 50 bp, there are to many fragments to permit an unambiguous scoring), allowing an objective scoring of presence/absence from the bins after correction of fragments alignment by size.
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Table 1
Genetic Diversity at Seven AFLP Primer Combinations Within Sympatric Lake Whitefish Ecotypes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lake</th>
<th>Ecotype</th>
<th>CAAG</th>
<th>GG TG</th>
<th>CT AG</th>
<th>CG TC</th>
<th>CA TA</th>
<th>AG TT</th>
<th>C C TC</th>
<th>NB E</th>
<th>H A</th>
<th>H M</th>
<th>H A F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian</td>
<td>Dwarf</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East</td>
<td>Dwarf</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webster</td>
<td>Dwarf</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cliff</td>
<td>Dwarf</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note.—Primer combinations are denoted by the EcoRI Axx and MseI Cxx selective nucleotides, respectively. Dye, dye used to label each EcoRI primer; NB, number of bands scored per primer combination; NB E, total number of bands scored; SN, range of band size in base pairs; N, number of samples successfully scored; HA, mean expected heterozygosity; HA F, mean expected heterozygosity averaged over primer combinations; H A pop, mean expected heterozygosity averaged over populations; P, proportion of polymorphic loci; P A F, proportion of polymorphic loci averaged over primer combinations; and P A pop, proportion of polymorphic loci averaged over populations. All statistics were obtained assuming HWE. Mean heterozygosity at six microsatellite loci (HA) are reported from Lu and Bernatchez (1999) for comparison.

Genetic Diversity and Population Differentiation

Genetic diversity was quantified in terms of mean expected heterozygosity at each primer combination (H A), mean expected heterozygosity averaged over primer combinations (H A F), mean expected heterozygosity averaged over populations (H A pop), proportion of polymorphic loci at each primer combination (P), proportion of polymorphic loci averaged over primer combinations (P A F), proportion of polymorphic loci averaged over populations (P A pop). All statistics were obtained assuming Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE), as Lu and Bernatchez (1999) showed that all populations used in this study were not deviating from HWE using microsatellites. The extent of genetic differentiation between ecotypes in each lake was estimated using the F-statistic φ c (Holsinger, Lewis, and Dey 2002) by running the f = 0 model (assuming HWE) in Hickory version 0.8 (Holsinger and Lewis 2003). Estimates of mean expected heterozygosity (H M) and genetic differentiation (θ) (Weir and Cockeiran 1984) based on six microsatellite loci are reported from Lu and Bernatchez (1999) for comparison with AFLP data.

Patterns of Divergence Versus Neutral Distribution

Inferred from Simulations

To target loci for which genetic differentiation could not be explained solely by interaction between mutation, drift, and migration, the level of differentiation at individual loci was compared with the distribution of differentiation across loci under neutral expectation. Such loci should correspond to those with most restricted gene flow because of the direct or indirect action of differential selection (Barton and Hewitt 1981). The expected distribution was established by running simulations under a neutral model of evolution, with parameters set such that simulations would return the mean observed level of differentiation between populations (Bowcock et al. 1991; Beaumont and Nichols 1996; Wilding, Butlin, and Grahame 2001). Differentiation was estimated using the FST of Nei (1977) after Nei and Chesser (1983) for the observed data because this estimator was implemented in the simulator. Allelic frequencies were estimated assuming Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium (HWE) from the equation $f_p = 1 - \sqrt{N - P} / N$, where $f_p$ is the frequency of the dominant allele, $N$ is the sample size, and $P$ is the number of individuals with the band.

Simulations were performed using the algorithm developed by Wilding, Butlin, and Grahame (2001) for dominant loci, which assumes a finite island model of migration between two populations of diploid individuals with a given average effective population size ($N_e$), mutation rate ($\mu$), and migration rate ($m$) per generation. Such a model mimics a closed system consisting of two lacustrine fish populations exchanging migrants with each other...
while being completely isolated from any other population outside the lake. \( N_e \) was approximated for each population using the equilibrium relationship of Ohta and Kimura (1973), \( H_E = 1 - 1/\sqrt{1 + 8N_e\mu} \), where \( H_E \) is gene diversity estimated from microsatellite data (Lu and Bernatchez 1999), and \( \mu \) was taken as \( 5 \times 10^{-4} \) mutations/locus/generation, a microsatellite mutation rate commonly applied for salmonids (Estoup and Angers 1998). This yielded comparable \( N_e \) estimates in each population (mean = 1,123; range = 711 to 1,394) that were also in the order of those reported for other salmonids (Miller and Kapuscinski 1997; Hansen et al. 2002). Thus, \( N_e \) was set to 1,000 in all simulations. The AFLP mutation rate is unknown. However, preliminary data from laboratory crosses suggest a value of the order of \( 10^{-4} \) for whitefish (S. Rogers, personal communication), which was therefore used in all simulations. Finally, migration rate was approximated for each sympatric pair from the mean \( F_{ST} \) observed for AFLP data using the formula of Crow and Aoki (1984) for a finite island model of migration with two populations (\( F_{ST} = 1/[1 + 16N_e\mu m + 16\mu^2] \)).

Bowcock et al. (1991) demonstrated that the distribution of \( F_{ST} \) under such a model of neutral evolution was affected by the initial allele frequency used to run the simulations. Thus, they suggested use of multiple simulations with different initial allele frequencies for comparing observed \( F_{ST} \) with the appropriate distribution. In doing so, however, they related two different allele frequencies: the initial allele frequencies used in the simulation and the allele frequencies observed in the data. Because there is no reason for observed allele frequencies to reflect initial allele frequencies, mainly because of drift, allele frequencies for 500 loci were randomly drawn from a uniform distribution between 0 and 1, equal in the two populations, and then allowed to drift for 10,000 generations. In doing so, the observed \( F_{ST} \) values were compared with a single simulated distribution reflecting a large subsample of all possible distributions obtained with different initial allele frequencies. Samples of 30 individuals were taken from each simulated population to estimate \( F_{ST} \) for each locus. One hundred simulations were performed for each sympatric pair, providing a total of 50,000 \( F_{ST} \) values (minus those loci [13.3% on average] that were monomorphic in the simulated samples; see Wilding, Butlin, and Grahame [2001]) that were used for building the expected distribution of differentiation under neutrality.

In the simulations, by setting the initial allele frequencies equal in the two populations, it was assumed that dwarf and normal ecotypes were derived from only one population. However, this is not true for Indian Pond, Webster Lake, and Cliff Lake, where dwarf and normal ecotypes are derived from two distinct evolutionary lineages (Acadian and Atlantic, respectively) that came into secondary contact after the Wisconsinian glaciation (Bernatchez, Chouinard, and Lu 1999). Therefore, to ensure that observed distributions in these lakes could be adequately compared with expected distributions obtained by running simulations, we investigated whether equilibrium had been approached both in the natural systems and in the simulations. Equilibrium in Indian Pond, Webster Lake, and Cliff Lake must be evaluated considering colonization by two different lineages. Thus, we used Whitlock’s (1992) equation that approximate the time required for genetic variance to decay half way to equilibrium: 
\[
S = \ln(1/2)/\ln(1 - m)/2(1 - 1/2N_e),
\]
where \( N_e \) is the average effective population size obtained from microsatellite data and \( m \) is the average migration rate obtained from observed mean \( F_{ST} \) based on AFLP data and from average \( N_e \). From this, the time required to reach equilibrium was approximately 572 generations in Indian Pond (\( m/2 = 0.000955 \), \( N_e = 974 \)), 618 generations in East Lake (\( m/2 = 0.000930 \), \( N_e = 1316 \)), 1,706 generations in Webster Lake (\( m/2 = 0.000210 \), \( N_e = 1275 \)), and 1,490 generations in Cliff Lake (\( m/2 = 0.000195 \), \( N_e = 926 \)). Taking a generation time of 3 years for whitefish (Chouinard, Pigeon, and Bernatchez 1996), approximately 4,000 generations elapsed since the two lineages colonized the system (approximately 12,000 years ago). Thus, according to the above estimates, equilibrium has likely been achieved in these lakes. Although this model cannot strictly be applied to East Lake populations, it is plausible they also reached equilibrium, given that their \( N_e \) estimates were comparable to others, that gene flow was more pronounced than for other lakes, and that time to reach equilibrium is a function of \( \sqrt{2N_e\mu} \) (Slatkin 1993).

The approach to equilibrium within the simulations was evaluated analytically using equation (5) of Chakraborty and Jin (1992). This equation predicts \( F_{ST} \) in the absence of gene flow as a function of time (10 \( N_e \) generations for the simulations), \( N_e \) (average in each simulation = 1,000), the number of populations (two per sympatric pair), and the heterozygosity (average across AFLP loci and populations in each simulation: \( H_{AFLP} = 0.33 \), \( H_{Webster} = 0.31 \), \( H_{Cliff} = 0.30 \)). Using this equation, the amount of divergence was estimated at equilibrium (\( F_{ST}^{*} \)) and after 10,000 generations (\( F_{ST}^{10000} \)) using the estimates obtained from the simulations (Indian Pond: \( F_{ST}^{*} = 0.50 \), \( F_{ST}^{10000} = 0.48 \); East Lake: \( F_{ST}^{*} = 0.52 \), \( F_{ST}^{10000} = 0.49 \); Webster Lake: \( F_{ST}^{*} = 0.53 \), \( F_{ST}^{10000} = 0.50 \); Cliff Lake: \( F_{ST}^{*} = 0.54 \), \( F_{ST}^{10000} = 0.51 \)). From these results, equilibrium values would have almost been reached after 10,000 generations in the absence of gene flow. However, because simulations were run for 10,000 generations in presence of gene flow, and that equilibrium values are lower and reached more quickly under such conditions, these results indicate that equilibrium values have been attained in the simulations.

Assuming that equilibrium has been reached both in the simulations and in the natural systems as supported above, observed and simulated distributions of \( F_{ST} \) can be compared as a mean to identify loci potentially linked to genes implicated in the adaptive divergence and/or reproductive isolation of lake whitefish. Moreover, mean \( F_{ST} \) estimated from the simulated samples were not significantly different from values expected from theory in all but one sympatric pair. In Indian Pond, where it was significant, divergence was greatest in the simulation, making the test for selection more conservative (see Results). Observed and simulated \( F_{ST} \) distributions were divided into 11 categories of \( F_{ST} \) (from 0.1 to 1.0) to test whether they were significantly different in each
Table 2
Estimates of Genetic Differentiation Between Dwarf and Normal Whitefish Ecotypes Based on 440 AFLP Loci and Six Microsatellite Loci

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lake</th>
<th>AFLP</th>
<th>Microsatellite</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indian</td>
<td>0.0420 (0.0331–0.0526)</td>
<td>0.0840 (0.0120–0.1750)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East</td>
<td>0.1140 (0.0935–0.1355)</td>
<td>0.0580 (0.0130–0.1100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webster</td>
<td>0.1723 (0.1513–0.1948)</td>
<td>0.1400 (0.0200–0.3020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cliff</td>
<td>0.2198 (0.1942–0.2479)</td>
<td>0.2560 (0.1470–0.3390)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake</td>
<td>Observed</td>
<td>Simulated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian</td>
<td>91.36 (88.86–94.09)</td>
<td>85.34 (82.40–88.60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East</td>
<td>72.27 (69.09–75.91)</td>
<td>86.50 (83.40–89.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webster</td>
<td>95.23 (93.86–97.50)</td>
<td>87.56 (84.60–90.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cliff</td>
<td>86.59 (84.09–88.86)</td>
<td>87.31 (84.40–89.60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>86.36</td>
<td>86.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note.—Estimates for AFLP are \( \theta^L \) with 95% credible intervals, and those for microsatellites are \( \theta \) with 95% confidence intervals. Estimates for microsatellites are reported from Lu and Bernatchez 1999.

Test of Parallel Pattern of Divergence

We then determined whether trends in the divergence of \( S_L \) markers among the four sympatric pairs could reveal the effect of parallel selection. Parallel trends of divergence corresponded to loci for which the frequency of presence (presence of an AFLP band) was greatest in the same ecotype (either dwarf or normal) in all four sympatric pairs. A chi-square test was used to test the hypothesis that parallel trends were not observed more or less often than expected under neutrality for both \( S_L \) and \( S_I \) markers. The prediction was that there should be no significant difference between observed and expected numbers of parallel trends among \( S_L \) markers, whereas a significant excess of observed parallel trends should be observed among \( S_I \) markers. Expected numbers of loci showing parallel and nonparallel trends among \( N_{SL} \) and \( S_I \) markers were calculated from expected probability under neutrality (see details in Results section).

Neighbor-Joining population trees were then constructed to compare the topologies obtained using \( N_{SL} \) versus \( S_I \) markers exhibiting a parallel trend of divergence. Because the number of \( N_{SL} \) markers largely exceeded the number of \( S_I \), 100 sets of \( N_{SL} \) markers were generated by randomly sampling a number of loci equal to the number of \( S_I \) markers exhibiting a parallel trend. Nei's genetic distances were then estimated by running 100 bootstrap replicates using AFLP-SURV version 1.0 (Vekemans 2002) for each of the 100 sets of \( N_{SL} \) and for \( S_I \) exhibiting a parallel trend. Consensus trees were constructed using the distance matrices obtained by bootstrapping with the procedures NEIGHBOR and CONSENSE from the PHYLIP version 3.6 software package (Felsenstein 1993).

Results

Genetic Diversity and Population Differentiation

The seven primer combinations used generated a total of 440 AFLP loci and the number of fragments obtained for each of them varied from 38 to 103 (table 1). Moderate to high levels of genetic diversity were observed within each sample, with mean expected heterozygosity varying from 0.16 to 0.41 and mean proportion of polymorphic loci varying from 0.25 to 0.99 for individual primer combination (table 1). As previously observed for microsatellites (Lu and Bernatchez 1999), mean expected heterozygosity values averaged over all loci were generally similar across populations. Estimates of genetic differentiation based on AFLP loci (\( \theta^L \)) and microsatellite loci (\( \theta \)) did not differ significantly as their confidence (microsatellites) and credible (AFLP) intervals always overlapped (table 2). However, the extent of genetic differentiation between dwarf and normal ecotypes differed among sympatric pairs, varying from 0.0420 to 0.2198 with AFLP and from 0.0580 to 0.2560 with microsatellites (table 2).

Patterns of Divergence Versus Neutral Distribution Inferred from Simulations

The percentage of observed and simulated polymorphic loci were significantly different in all but one

Table 3
Comparison Between Observed and Simulated Percentage of Polymorphic Loci (\( P \)) and Genetic Differentiation Based on Nei's Estimator of \( F_{ST} \) for Each Sympatric Pair of Whitefish Ecotypes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lake</th>
<th>( m )</th>
<th>( P )</th>
<th>( F_{ST} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indian</td>
<td>0.0019</td>
<td>0.0015–0.0023</td>
<td>0.0391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East</td>
<td>0.0011</td>
<td>0.0009–0.0012</td>
<td>0.0532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webster</td>
<td>0.0006</td>
<td>0.0005–0.0007</td>
<td>0.0868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cliff</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>0.0003–0.0004</td>
<td>0.1202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.0040</td>
<td>0.0030–0.0040</td>
<td>0.0727</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note.—Estimates of migration rate (\( m \)) between ecotypes obtained from observed \( F_{ST} \) (\( F_{ST} = 1/[1 + 16m + 16m^2] \)) and used for simulations are also indicated. Values of simulated \( P \) and \( F_{ST} \) are means with 95% confidence intervals obtained from 100 simulations. The 95% confidence intervals of \( m \), observed \( P \), and observed \( F_{ST} \) were obtained by bootstrapping 100 times over loci.
sympatric pair, as the 95% confidence intervals never overlapped except for Cliff Lake (table 3). Yet, the observed differences were relatively weak such that the mean percentage of polymorphic loci for observed and simulated loci were almost identical (observed, \( P = 86.36 \); simulated, \( P = 86.68 \)) (table 3). Mean simulated \( F_{ST} \) values were slightly greater than mean observed \( F_{ST} \) values, but the difference was only significant in Indian Pond (table 3).

The overall comparison of observed and simulated patterns of divergence revealed no significant difference in East Lake, Webster Lake, and Cliff Lake. A significant differentiation was observed in Indian Pond. This difference was restricted to a single category of small \( F_{ST} \) values (from 0.1 to 0.2) for which fewer loci than expected under the neutral model were observed. Although no significant difference was observed in Webster Lake and Cliff Lake, a small excess of loci with high \( F_{ST} \) values were observed relative to the simulated data (fig. 2). In Webster Lake, three loci (CI: 0 to 6) with \( F_{ST} \) values between 0.9 and 1.0 were observed compared with no simulated loci (CI: 0 to 1), and in Cliff Lake, four loci (CI: 1 to 8) with \( F_{ST} \) values between 0.8 and 0.9 were observed compared with one simulated loci (CI: 0 to 3).

In Indian Pond, East Lake, Webster Lake, and Cliff Lake, there were, respectively, 19, 9, 11, and 16 loci (mean = 14 \( S_L \) or 3.2% of screened loci) exhibiting \( F_{ST} \) values greater than the 95% quantile of their respective simulated distribution of differentiation under neutrality. Overall, there were a total of 48 \( S_L \), which is not equal to the sum of \( S_L \) over all sympatric pairs, because some loci exhibited \( F_{ST} \) values greater than the threshold in more than one sympatric pair. The proportion of \( S_L \) among the loci generated by each primer combination varied importantly. Namely, the mean percentage of \( S_L \) among loci from primer combination CATA (6.30%) was more than twice as important as those observed for any other primer combination, except for primer combination CCTC. This translated into a variation of the contribution of each primer combination to the pool of \( S_L \), with contribution of primer combination CATA being, on average, twice as important as those observed for any other primer combination. In contrast, not a single locus of the AGTT primer combination exceeded the 95% quantile threshold (table 4).

Test of Parallel Pattern of Divergence

A chi-square test was used to assess whether parallel trends in the divergence of loci were observed more or less often than expected under neutrality for both \( NS_L \) (392
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The first objective of this study was to estimate the proportion of loci potentially linked to genes implicated in parallel trends under neutrality (23 versus 22.64; \( P = 0.9381 \)), whereas with \( S_L \), parallel trends were observed significantly more often than expected under neutrality (6 versus 2.77; \( P = 0.0458 \)) (table 5). Among \( S_L \) exhibiting a parallel trend in their divergence, three loci were found to be potentially linked to genes under selection in more than one sympatric pair (table 6). The primer combination CATA, which showed the greatest proportion of \( S_L \), also predominated within \( S_L \) exhibiting a parallel trend, representing 67% of these loci but representing only 15% of all loci screened (table 6).

The neighbor-joining population tree constructed from the \( S_L \) exhibiting a parallel trend clearly reflected the divergence between dwarf and normal ecotypes as it grouped both forms at opposing end of the tree with strong bootstrap values (fig. 3B). Such topology of dichotomic grouping by ecotype was reproduced in only one of the 100 consensus trees constructed with 100 sets of six loci that were randomly selected among 392 \( N_S_L \). In fact, populations in these trees tended to group more by lake rather than by form (fig. 3A).

Discussion
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Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lake</th>
<th>( Q_{ST} )</th>
<th>( S_L )</th>
<th>CAAG</th>
<th>GGTG</th>
<th>CTAG</th>
<th>CGTC</th>
<th>CATA</th>
<th>AGTT</th>
<th>CCTC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indian</td>
<td>0.1957</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>63.2</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East</td>
<td>0.2562</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webster</td>
<td>0.3624</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4.90</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cliff</td>
<td>0.4556</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>8.20</td>
<td>8.30</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>20.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note.—Included in the table are the 95% quantile \((Q_{ST})\) of the expected distribution of \( F_{ST} \) under neutrality in each sympatric pair and the number of loci with \( F_{ST} \) greater than \( Q_{ST} \) \((N_S_L)\). Two proportions are given for each primer combination. On the first line is the proportion of \( S_L \) from each primer combination, and on the second line is the proportion of \( S_L \) among the loci generated by each primer combination.

Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Observed</th>
<th>Expected</th>
<th>( P )-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( N_S_L )</td>
<td>Parallel trend</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>22.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No parallel trend</td>
<td>369</td>
<td>369.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( S_L )</td>
<td>Parallel trend</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No parallel trend</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>45.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note.—For explanations on how expected numbers of parallel and nonparallel trends among \( N_S_L \) and \( S_L \) were obtained, see Results.

Table 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Locus ID</th>
<th>Indian Pond</th>
<th>East Lake</th>
<th>Webster Lake</th>
<th>Cliff Lake</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CATA-67</td>
<td>0.0212</td>
<td>0.3254*</td>
<td>0.2945</td>
<td>0.3435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATA-73*</td>
<td>0.2584*</td>
<td>0.1454</td>
<td>0.3947*</td>
<td>0.4613*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATA-104*</td>
<td>0.0324</td>
<td>0.4493*</td>
<td>0.3689*</td>
<td>0.6174*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATA-143</td>
<td>0.2711*</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
<td>0.2248</td>
<td>0.1835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGTC-60*</td>
<td>0.2290*</td>
<td>0.0450</td>
<td>0.0436</td>
<td>0.8652*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTAG-77</td>
<td>0.2605*</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>0.0006</td>
<td>0.4100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note.—\( F_{ST} \) values greater than the 95% quantile of the expected distribution of differentiation under neutrality are indicated by an asterisk. Locus ID followed by an asterisk indicates that the locus was found to be potentially linked to genes under directional selection in more than one sympatric pair. Locus IDs are made up of the name of the primer combination from which the loci are derived and of the size of AFLP fragments in base pairs.
adaptation and/or reproductive isolation during population divergence of lake whitefish. To achieve this, the pattern of genetic differentiation of 440 AFLP loci among four sympatric pairs was compared with that expected under neutrality.

Overall, the comparison of observed and simulated patterns of divergence did not provide clear signs of the signature of directional selection, as no significant difference was observed in the tail of observed and simulated distributions of $F_{ST}$ in all sympatric pairs. Still, a small excess of loci with high $F_{ST}$ values were observed in the empirical data relative to the simulated data for Webster Lake and Cliff Lake, which is indicative of the action of directional selection (Bowcock et al. 1991; Akey et al. 2002). On average, our results suggest that within each sympatric pair, gene flow has likely been constrained by selection against less “fit” hybrid recombinant genotypes at 3.2% of scored loci. These represent the most likely loci to be linked to genes implicated in adaptation and/or reproductive isolation of lake whitefish ecotypes (Barton and Hewitt 1981). Assuming that the 440 AFLP loci scored represent an unbiased sampling of the genome (but see below), these results suggest that only a small proportion of genes might have been under the effect of directional selection during population divergence of lake whitefish. This finding might apply more generally to population divergence as other studies on various organisms consistently reported a small proportion of loci potentially under the effect of directional selection. For example, using 306 AFLP loci, Wilding, Butlin, and Grahame (2001) demonstrated that differentiation between parapatric morphs of Littorina saxatilis was likely maintained by directional selection acting on 5% of the genome. Using 501 microsatellites, Vigouroux et al. (2002) demonstrated that approximately 2% of the genome had likely been under selection during maize domestication. Finally, Akey et al. (2002) conducted an extensive screening through the human genome using 26,530 SNPs evenly distributed over the 23 chromosomes in three populations and demonstrated that only 0.6% of screened loci had likely been under directional selection.

Test of Parallel Pattern of Divergence

The second objective of this study was to determine whether parallel selection could explain the observed patterns of divergence at $S_L$ markers among the four sympatric pairs. This was supported because parallel trends were observed more often than expected under neutrality among $S_L$ markers (six loci against three expected), which was not the case for the $N_S_L$ markers. This was further exemplified by the contrasting tree topologies obtained with both groups of markers. Indeed, the tree constructed from the $S_L$ markers exhibiting a parallel trend clearly reflected the
divergence between dwarf and normal ecotypes as it grouped both forms at opposing ends of the tree with strong bootstrap values. In contrast, populations tended to group more by lake rather than by ecotype with NSL markers.

Observed parallel trends among loci potentially linked to genes underlying phenotypic differentiation across similar habitats strongly suggest that their divergence was shaped by selection (Harvey and Pagel 1991). Still, few loci among SL markers exhibited a parallel trend of divergence (six out of 48 loci). Many factors may explain the lack of parallel trends among the remaining 42 SL markers. First, the hypothesis that divergence at these loci could simply be the result of a balance between mutation, drift, and migration cannot strictly be ruled out. In such a case, an even smaller proportion of genes (1.4%; 6 loci out of 440) might have been under the effect of directional selection during the process of population divergence in whitefish. Second, local rather than parallel selective factors could have contributed to their diversification (Taylor 1991). Indeed, a number of ecological factors may promote divergence between dwarf and normal lake whitefish in different ways between lakes. Third, because natural selection acts indirectly on genes through the phenotypes, if there exist different ways to evolve a particular phenotype, the parallel evolution of a given phenotype will not necessarily be accompanied by the parallel evolution of a given genotype. For instance, Hoekstra and Nachman (2003) discovered that the parallel evolution of adaptive melanism in Chaetodipus intermedianus has involved different genetic bases. Thus, the similarity of phenotypic adaptations among sympatric pairs of lake whitefish might be in part the result of different genetic bases, in which case, parallel trends in the divergence of SL markers would not be expected.

Effect of Primer Combinations

Interestingly, loci that are most likely linked to genes under the influence of directional selection were not randomly distributed among primer combinations. In particular, the proportion of SL from primer combination CATA and the proportion of SL among the loci generated using the primer combination CATA were at least twice as important as those from all but one of the other primer combinations. Furthermore, two thirds of SL exhibiting a parallel trend were from the primer combination CATA as well. Although little attention has been paid to this issue thus far in the literature, there is some evidence that AFLP loci from the same primer combination may not be distributed randomly among chromosomes. For instance, Peng et al. (2000) discovered that AFLP markers derived from two primer combinations disproportionately mapped to nine out of 14 linkage groups in wild hemmer wheat. In lake whitefish, four linkage groups out of 29 from a preliminary AFLP linkage map constructed using 12 primer combinations have segregating markers derived from a single primer combination, which, interestingly, happens to be CATA (Rogers et al. 2001). These observations raise the hypothesis that a small proportion of scored loci not only are linked to genes under the influence of directional selection but are also distributed on few linkage groups. However, further investigation into this must await the completion of a more detailed genetic map for homology search of fragments scored within natural populations and laboratory crosses. The apparent nonrandom distribution of AFLP markers derived from the same primer combination over chromosomes also stresses the importance of using many primer combinations for increasing the number of independant loci in studies of population genetic structure and obtaining an unbiased sample of the genome when screening for the signature of selection.

A Hypothetical Scenario for the Genetic Basis of Adaptation and Reproductive Isolation in Lake Whitefish

Although this study indicated that only a small proportion of the genome, in terms of both proportion of loci and number of genomic regions, is likely under directional selection, they do not rule out the possibility that life history and morphological and behavioral traits implicated in the divergence of lake whitefish are under polygenic control. Indeed, genes underlying a given trait may be interacting with one another at the molecular level such that changes in the level and/or timing of expression of only one gene (especially a regulatory gene) could affect the whole network and result in a novel phenotype (White 2001).

Under this scenario, most of the genome would be permeable to introgression such that the maintenance of phenotypic differentiation, despite the persistence of gene flow, would require strong selective pressures (Barton 1983; Barton and Bengtsson 1986; Wu 2001). In lake whitefish, QST-FST analyses indicated that adaptive traits of dwarf and normal ecotypes, such as gill-raker counts and swimming behavior, are indeed under strong directional selection (Rogers, Gagnon, and Bernatchez 2002; Bernatchez 2003). Furthermore, as sympatric pairs of lake whitefish exhibited varying degrees of genetic and morphological differentiation (Lu and Bernatchez 1999, it suggests that the intensity of directional selection acting on each sympatric pair has been different, perhaps because of differences in the extent of ecological niches segregation in their respective habitat (Bernatchez, Chouinard, and Lu 1999). AFLP estimates indicated that effective migration rate between sympatric ecotypes was most pronounced in Indian Pond (m = 0.0019) followed by East Lake (m = 0.0011), Webster Lake (m = 0.0006), and Cliff Lake (m = 0.0004), whereas morphological differentiation was greatest in Cliff Lake followed by Indian Pond, Webster Lake, and East Lake (Lu and Bernatchez 1999). Thus, in Indian Pond, morphological differentiation was more pronounced than in East Lake and Webster Lake, despite a higher constraint imposed by gene flow on adaptive divergence (Hendry, Day, and Taylor 2001). This suggests that the intensity of directional selection might have been strongest in Indian Pond relative to East Lake and Webster Lake.

Conclusion

This study provided evidence that only a small proportion (between 1.4% and 3.2%) of scored AFLP loci
might have been linked to genes implicated in the adaptive radiation of lake whitefish which, together with earlier investigations (Tanksley 1993; Bradshaw et al. 1998), support the view that few genes may be underlying processes of adaptation and/or reproductive isolation. However, this conclusion has to be interpreted cautiously, as identification of SL has relied on the use of simulations with many underlying assumptions. Therefore, if differentiation under neutrality has been underestimated or overestimated as a result of improper assumptions on the demographic history of lake whitefish populations, than the estimated proportion of loci that might have been linked to genes implicated in adaptation and/or reproductive isolation might be biased upwardly or downwardly.

Consequently, before SL identified in this study can be safely regarded as under the effect of directional selection, concordant results from an independent source are required. Such results may be obtained from QTL mapping. Indeed, if SL fall among QTL for adaptive traits and/or reproductive isolation, it would strongly support the role of selection on their differentiation. Moreover, QTL mapping is likely to provide other insights of importance to the genetic architecture of adaptation, including establishing the magnitude of effect of loci on adaptive traits, localizing their position on a linkage map and determining the interactions of loci controlling the expression of traits involved in the divergence of ecotypes. This research is currently underway (Bernatchez 2003).
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